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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will explain my processes for building a Field Maps app for our Public Works dept.



► Explorer – general utility line look-ups with link to as-built drawings

► Collector – record valve maintenance, fire hydrant painting, 
storm drain inlet markers, etc…

WHAT WE’RE USING

Many years ago I had developed an online utility map in ArcGIS 
Online for our field crews to use with ArcGIS Explorer, which has 
served us well. 

The Public Works apps based on this included:
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Presentation Notes
In AGOL you create Feature Layers, then use them to make maps. I have a few Feature layers for Public Works, but most of what I use is through Enterprise. The REST services that come out of Enterprise can be used in AGOL maps, and many years ago I had made a map for use in our web pages. Turns out that same map can be used in Explorer. It didn’t have edit capabilities, but it did have all the symbology set, and all the pop-ups configured. Clicking on a line would let the user see info about the line as well as see a hyperlink to the as-built/construction drawings that we have scanned in. Worked really well.I also have some Collector apps built over the years that Public Works uses for various things – one is to record which storm drain inlets have a “no dumping” marker on them. Another is for the valve exercising program, recording which valves get exercised in a certain time frame. We have several of these.



► One app had to be closed to access another app
► Cell phones have a small screen
► Supporting apps on personal devices was problematic
► Rolling out a new app involved new training / loading

SUPPORTING FIELD APPS

There were issues associated with using multiple apps, and with their 
use on individual’s phones.
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From the user’s standpoint, these apps were OK in theory but a pain in practice because they had to close Explorer and open Collector to get to other apps, then close and go back. They didn’t really take the time and unless they were focusing on a particular job for the whole day, they wouldn’t switch apps to capture incidental information.Next is the small screen. It’s fine if all you want to see is a pop-up with a few lines in it, but the small cell phone screens don’t really allow for the viewing of large scanned documents. So they just never did that.And finally, my pet peeve is that when the software changed or updated or broke I got calls from 20 guys with 50 different style and makes of phones. A LARGE HEADACHE to try and support all these different devices. And all the different screen sizes and/or operating systems make all the screens look different and the buttons appear in different locations.(plus the headache of trying to roll out a new app on 50 different styles of phones). 



► It immediately used my existing ArcGIS Online Utility Map

► Most of my current Public Works apps could be combined into a 
single app

INVESTIGATING FIELD MAPS

Then I heard about a new app released in Oct 2020 that would 
combine all of these field apps into one – Field Maps

After some quick investigation I decided to move to that app –
aided by the fact that Esri is sunsetting Explorer
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Maybe something good is coming?? I heard about Field Maps and started to do some research on it. There wasn’t a lot of materials out there about it except for a few UC presentations that glossed over it fairly quickly – so it was really left to a trial-and-error method of discovery to find out what is does and would it work for me.In my first attempt I got it to read my existing utility map without any additions or changes! Not bad. So I knew that at the minimum it would do exactly what Explorer does.But I also read that it incorporated Collector into the map – again no documentation anywhere on exactly how this works, just a few videos showing them pressing the buttons on a completed app.The secret is that you take the layer you were using in collector, set it to be editable, and set it to allow attachments (which it probably already does) and add it to the map just like a regular layer. Then forget about it for a minute because you have to configure it in another program.



► Information Services paid for the tablets

► Engineering took over the monthly usage costs.

► Other information I don’t want to put in writing.

STILL ONE ISSUE

Moving to Field Maps solved a couple of my issues, but it didn’t 
alleviate my  major headache – people still wanted to use their 
personal cell phones for mapping.

With some persuasion I got Engineering to move to new tablets     
w/ integrated cell service.
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I knew Field Maps could do what Explorer did, but it still didn’t solve me headache of having to support everyone’s personal cell phones.Then stroke of luck – the old tablets that Engineering had were up for replacement in the budget. They didn’t have a cell card and relied on a MyFi hotspot to work, so the field crews had to keep both items charged, get them set up and functioning, then carry both into the field. They didn’t like doing that because it was hard and the phone was easier. So I asked if we could get tables that had the call service integrated into them and pull the old tablets and MyFi devices out of service. YES!! IT agreed to buy the tablets if Engineering paid the monthly service fees. OK!!When we make the full transition I’ll have new accounts for the tablets (which only I know) and turn off the old accounts so that the crews can’t log in with their phones anymore.  



► In ArcGIS Online:
► You build any feature layers that you will need in the map.
► You make the map and configure symbology and pop-ups.

► In the Field Maps configuration you set up the layers and any 
field collection interfaces
► https://www.arcgis.com/apps/fieldmaps

BUILDING THE DATA

Setting up Field Maps is done in both ArcGIS Online and the Field 
Maps desktop configuration app.
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Setting this up has to happen in both AGOL and the Field Maps configuration app on the desktop. In AGOL - You build the layers in the map and set up all the symbology and pop-ups.In Field Maps Desktop – You configure the field collection screens.In my investigations I didn’t even realize that this desktop configuration tool even existed! The URL is shown above.



► Add a layer with editing and attachments 
enabled

► Set up the pop-up window for the fields you 
want to collect

AGOL MAP

The map in AGOL includes the layers I had before, but also new 
layers to accept the field data collection.
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So as I showed in a previous slide, the field collection layers are set up in AGOL. Set the symbols, make them editable, and allow them to have attachments. When you make the pop-up, click which fields to display and set their display names and any formatting. You can even do Arcade based expression fields!!** If you are wanting to have a pick-list in a field, such as choosing a priority level, set that up in the Feature Layer details. Open the Details pane, go to Data, click Fields, then click the field to get the pick list. A button appears that allows you to build a pick list. You can even set a default and a display name – all those things need to be set up while still in AGOL.



► Put users in a specific group.
► Share the maps to their group.
► Mark all other maps besides the target map 

as ‘hidden’ in Field Maps

SETTING UP FIELD MAPS

When you load Field Maps it will list pretty much every AGOL map 
you have, and I needed to restrict them to only one map to avoid 
confusion.

The Field Maps configuration let’s you control this.
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A secret I learned … when you open Field Maps on your tablet (or … groan … your phone) it will display the maps to open. The list is pretty much all the maps you have in AGOL. Many of these won’t be appropriate for use in Field Maps or in my case I wanted to show only one map for the Public Works accounts so that they don’t get into the wrong thing.In AGOL you can open the details page for any map, go to the Settings tab, and at the very bottom of the list is a check box to turn off visibility in Field Maps. Of course if you have a hundred maps it’ll take a long time to turn off all the ones you don’t want.HOWEVER … here’s the secret. If you open the Field Maps configuration app on the desktop you can select the maps you don’t want active in Field Maps and a little button appears that says “Hide in Field Maps Mobile”. This lets you turn off large numbers of maps at one time.I also set up a Field Maps group, added myself and the Public Works accounts to that, and shared the single utility map to that group. When they log in that account it will shows maps int hat group … and now there’s only one.



► Bullet

► List

Editable layers will have a Form Builder canvas on which you build 
the form. After selecting a layer on the left, you can drag fields from 
the list into the canvas and configure them or pull in the configured 
pop-up.
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Once you open the Field Maps configuration on your desktop you can do the configurations for the editable layers. Note the layers that are not editable are grayed out in the list.When you first select a layer it will as if you want to configure by importing the pop-up. If you configured the pop-up previously (ie. turned off unwanted fields, set the format and display names) then DO THIS!! Makes it super easy.Otherwise you can grab fields in the list on the right and drag them into the configuration canvas. Once they are in the canvas you can set the formatting the same way you should have done in the pop-up.



► Text fields can be text or scan 
from a QR or Bar code

► Fields with a pick list can be a 
selection list or radio buttons

► You can group items like in a 
GeoForm

If the layer is set for editing, the form will display and allow data 
collection. 

If the layer has attachments enabled it will automatically add the 
photo capabilities.

CONFIGURING
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If the layer is configured to allow attachments, Field Maps will automatically add the camera functions in the final app. So don’t waste time looking for that here (like I did).Odd thing – you can set a text field to automatically scan a bar code or QR code. I guess if you are inventorying parts you can use this to scan the tags?!?Field that have a pick list set up can be displayed as a dropdown box, where the user clicks in the empty field and a box opens with the allowed selections, or as radio buttons, with a selectable button for each item in the list. Note that you can only select one value from the pick list regardless of which display method you use. You CAN’T build the pick list here!! You had to have done that in AGOL earlier.And finally, you can insert a Group item and drag fields into it. It doesn’t collapse or anything, it just puts a box around the group for display purposes.



► Turn the layer on

► Click the Collect button

COLLECTING DATA

I added layers to allow field workers to report revisions to the utility 
data. 
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In my use of the Field Maps app, I added point layers that are used to report an issue with the utility system. I did one for each utility type as well as a generic one.To do the field data collection in Field Maps Mobile, you open the layers list and turn on the collection layer. You can turn more than one of these on at a time and when you start the collection it will ask which to use. When the layer is turned on, the Collect button turns on – it’s the blue circle with the plus sign in it.



► Pre-configured form
► Take photos
► Attach also lets you record and 

attach videos

THE COLLECTION FORM

They fill out the form and submit. When this 
data gets back to me I should be able to 
update the GIS data accordingly.
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The collection form opens and shows the formatting you designed in the Field Maps Configuration desktop app. In my case they type in text and pick from the radio buttons.Notice that the photo bar at the top was added automatically without and prior configuration. Take Photo turns the camera on and users can take as many as they want. But another secret … the Attach button will also allow you to take a video of the situation. I think that would be much more helpful to have a narrated video of a repair or some other issue.



► Turn the layer on

► Click Markup in the Options 
menu

FIELD MARKUPS

Field Maps has a built-in capability to create mark-ups on a special 
layer that is stored on the device. You can have several markup 
layers, and these are turned on/off like a regular layer.
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There is also a Mark-up capability built in to Field Maps Mobile, and in fact there has to be at least one mark-up layer in the layer list!In the upper right of the app is the Options button (three dots) and in that menu is Markup. Click that and you will open the Mark-up dialog box. Pressing the Layers button will then show the mark-up layer and allow you to add more. In my case I added one for each utility type and deleted the default.



► Draw with your finger
► Change the colors and fill out the notes
► No pictures with Markups
► When completed you upload to AGOL 

and it makes a new Markup layer

FIELD MARKUPS

Field workers can add points, lines, an polygons to represent any 
field changes they want to report.
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Field workers can then use their finger to draw in points, lines, and polygons. The symbology is rudimentary with dots and lines, but you can change the colors. To make a polygon, draw a line that closes back on itself. Then there’s a half-circle button that lets you add a color fill.Users can add notes to any item the draw and these become the pop-up in AGOL.To upload to AGOL, the user account must be type “USER” and have permissions of “Publisher” or better.Then in the Markup pane click the upload button, select Markup Layer, and AGOL. You are given a dialog for sharing the layer – in my case I share it with the special group for Public Works. Then Save and it uploads.



► The Markup Layer can hold 
points, lines, and polygons 
but manages them as a 
single layer

► We’re doing both Markups 
and Collector style field 
reporting

MARKUPS IN AGOL

With the correct user permissions the markup data can be shared 
via ArcGIS Online as a hosted Markup Layer
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The layer it makes is a special Markup Layer in AGOL. It stores points, lines, and polygons in a single layer however it can’t be edited. You can include this in maps and open in ArcGIS Pro and see the pop-ups which contain the field notes.My workflow will have them doing mark-ups, uploading them, I’ll use them for reference when editing the utility data, then I’ll delete them.



► Touch the valve
► Change the date to Today
► If the valve needs attention, use the 

Report an Issue to get it on the repair 
list.

COLLECTING DATA

The Valve Inspection is super simple.
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Our Valve Inspections process is much easier than it was in Collector. The symbology on the valves displays a color coded system indicating how long it’s been since a valve was inspected. They want to concentrate on the red dots.This layer is editable, but does not allow attachments. And I configured it to only display one field – the inspection date. Users exercise the valve, select it in the map, and click TODAY to change the inspection date to that day’s date. No photos. NEXT!!Some days they go into the field and do nothing but valve inspections, and those will be easy to record. But we ALSO want them to mark any valves that they may use during any other sort of maintenance of repairs. Now instead of changing apps to do this, they just click one additional button!



► Single device to support

► Single app to use

► Better reporting of field work to GIS

► Plug in the tablet for a demo

WRAP UP & DEMO

We’re hoping to solve many of our existing issues with Field Maps
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In the end we’ll eliminated a lot of the troubles we’ve had with Explorer and how it fits into our workflow.Field workers now have a single app to run, I have a single device type to support, the data will get back to me faster (and to a dashboard for everyone to see), and overall we will be doing a better job of capturing field data.AND NO MORE CELL PHONES!!!



QUESTIONS?

David Allen
dallen@eulesstx.gov

info@GISGuideBooks.com

817-685-1633
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Feel free to contact me with any question and I’ll also share my Field Instructions that I wrote.
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